














































































































































Background: In microarray data analysis, the comparison of gene-expression profiles with
respect to different conditions and the selection of biologically interesting genes are crucial tasks.
Multivariate statistical methods have been applied to analyze these large datasets. Less work has
been published concerning the assessment of the reliability of gene-selection procedures. Here
we describe a method to assess reliability in multivariate microarray data analysis using
permutation-validated principal components analysis (PCA). The approach is designed for
microarray data with a group structure.
Results: We used PCA to detect the major sources of variance underlying the hybridization
conditions followed by gene selection based on PCA-derived and permutation-based test
statistics. We validated our method by applying it to well characterized yeast cell-cycle data and
to two datasets from our laboratory. We could describe the major sources of variance, select
informative genes and visualize the relationship of genes and arrays. We observed differences in
the level of the explained variance and the interpretability of the selected genes.
Conclusions: Combining data visualization and permutation-based gene selection, permutation-
validated PCA enables one to illustrate gene-expression variance between several conditions and
to select genes by taking into account the relationship of between-group to within-group variance
of genes. The method can be used to extract the leading sources of variance from microarray
data, to visualize relationships between genes and hybridizations and to select informative genes
in a statistically reliable manner. This selection accounts for the level of reproducibility of
replicates or group structure as well as gene-specific scatter. Visualization of the data can support
a straightforward biological interpretation.
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The permutation-validated PCA procedure for grouped data.
1. Rank-ordered PCA for grouped data based on polished expression matrix
     X with rows centered to have zero mean and standardized columns. 
2. Selection of components with significant F-statistics (ANOVA, p≤  0.01)
    following the order of explained variance. Termination of the selection
    process at the occurrence of a component with non significant F-statistics
    resulting in k components.
3. PCA based on group-averaged data, computation of the test value
4. Random permutation of the columns of X, PCA based on group-averaged
    resampled data, computation of 
for each gene g. 
5. Repeat step 4 to get permutation distributions of  Tg.
6. Select genes with tg greater than the 95% quantile of the permutation
    distributions Tg.
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PCA of the cell-cycle data. Plot of the first two components’ loadings against each other. Crosses or gene names represent the variable (hybridization)
loadings. Colors indicate the cycle phase to which the hybridizations were classified by Spellman et al. [23]. M/G1, yellow; G1, green; S, blue; G2, red; M,
brown. The labeled arrays are misclassified CDC hybridizations assigned to new cell-cycle phases by PCA.
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PCA of the grouped cell-cycle data. Biplot of gene scores and cell-cycle phase group loadings according to the first two components of the PCA. The
open circles or gene names represent the gene scores. The vectors represent the cell-cycle phase group (variable) loadings. The biplot enables the
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Color-coded expression-profile table of the genes selected from the cell-
cycle data by permutation test. Abscissa, cell-cycle phase groups;
ordinate, genes. The cycle phase groups and the genes are arranged
according to the angular position in the PCA biplot (see Figure 3).
Upregulation, red; downregulation, green. The figure was generated using








































































Hybridizations performed in the CRH-R1 abolition experiment
Genotype (symbol) Treatment (days)  Group ID  N
129Ola/CD1 knockout (k) 0 k0 4
129Ola/CD1 heterozygous (h) 0 h0 4
129Ola/CD1 heterozygous (h) 1 h1 5
129Ola/CD1 wild type (w) 0 w0 4
129Ola/CD1 wild type (w) 1 w1 4
129Ola/CD1 wild type (w) 7 w7 3
129SvJ wild type (s) 0 s0 4
129SvJ wild type (s) 1 s1 3
129SvJ wild type (s) 7 s7 2
Total 33
Thirty-three 12-week-old male mice with the genotypes shown in column
1 (k were CRH-R1 deficient animals, h and w were their littermates)
were treated orally with an antagonist directed against the CRH-R1
(Janssen compound R121919) for 0, 1 or 7 days at a dose of 40 mg per kg
body weight. Untreated groups (h0, w0, s0) were used to normalize the












































































































































Application to antidepressant data








































































































































































































































PCA of the grouped CRH-R1 function abolition data. Biplot of gene scores and treatment group loadings according to the first two components of the
PCA. The open circles or gene names represent the gene scores. The vectors represent the treatment group (variable) loadings. The biplot enables the







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Color-coded expression-profile table of the genes selected from the
CRH-R1 function abolition data by permutation test. Abscissa, treatment
groups; ordinate, genes. The treatment groups and the genes are
arranged according to the angular position in the PCA biplot (see







































Design of the antidepressant experiment
Drug Treatment (days) Group ID N
Mirtazapine 1 a1 3
Mirtazapine 7 a7 3
Mirtazapine 28 a28 5
Paroxetine 1 p1 5
Paroxetine 7 p7 5
Paroxetine 28 p28 3
Vehicle 28 c28 5
Total 29
Twenty-nine 12-week-old male mice of genotype 129SvJ were treated
with the drug mirtazapine (a), paroxetine (p) or vehicle (c) by mouth for
1, 7 or 28 days at a dose of 40 mg per kg body weight. The untreated
control group (c28) was used to normalize the data and does not appear




















































































































































































































































































































































































PCA of the grouped antidepressant data. Biplot of gene scores and treatment groups loadings according to the first two components of the PCA. The
open circles represent the gene scores. The vectors represent the treatment groups (variable) loadings. The biplot enables the association of genes with
the treatment groups. Genes labeled with numbers have test values above the 95% percentile of the permutation distribution; genes labeled with gene













































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Color-coded expression-profile table of the genes selected from the
antidepressant data by permutation test above the 99% percentile.
Abscissa, treatment groups; ordinate, genes. The treatment groups and
the genes are arranged according to the angular position in the PCA
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